Christina Mitrentse Projects is pleased to curate Sections vs. Intersections at Lacey Contemporary Gallery, a debut
solo exhibition in London by established Greek Artist Lina Pigadioti. The exhibition encompasses a dynamic
collection of new and older paintings, collages, etchings, and mixed media works, which reveal the artists’ diverse
working processes, style, medium, scale, meaning & personal history.
Pigadioti‘s extensive body of work seeks to visualize the impact of time. Her images engage with the aesthetic experience
that emerges from wear, tear and decay. She recounts the feeling of spoilage that time leaves on matter. She writes
with paper and draws with prints. Lettering, colour, textures and random incidences complete the “syllabus” of her
communication bible.
Abstraction, and perception manifest themselves as forms of enigmatic complexity in the new series of large scale
mixed media works entitled ‘Crossroads‘ exhibited for the very first time. Through obtrusive fractures, religion,
obscurity, the seductively deceptive artworks become a metaphysical realm for the purging of emotions.
Drawing inspiration from religion, Pigadioti plays with iconography, but the icons at its heart are not those of classical
painting, they stem instead from the kind of imagery that has become iconic merely because of the role it has played
in all our everyday histories.
Bones collected from her travels, found imagery from her family history, hand written texts and objects from her
everyday life painted and/or stuck together on cross sections & intersected panels, gather the reminiscent of
cataleptic existence depicted in the new series entitled ‘Roads’. Destruction is the very thing that brings them
new life, connecting matter, emotion and memory.

Lina Pigadioti (b. Athens 1967) studied at Parsons School of Art & Design in Paris (BFA, 1991) and Central
Saint Martins College of Arts & Design in London (1990). In 2013 she completed a Contemporary Art course at
Sotheby’s Institute of Art in New York and in 2014 she participated in a Printmaking Master Class at Columbia
University (School of Visual Arts), New York. She has devoted herself to art, after having worked for 18 years in
publishing. Her works have been featured in Axia Financial Newspaper, Athens Voice, Kathimerini paper and
they have been exhibited in solo and group shows in Greece, USA and London. Lina Pigadioti’s works are part
of private collections in EU & USA, including Macedonian Museum of Contemporary Art, Greece, Dakis Ioannou
Collection, David Smith and Della Rounick, USA, Takis Daskaleros & Dimitris Anastasakis , Belgium.

Christina Mitrentse
Curator
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October, Going Upwards / Crossroads (2015)
Mixed media (collage of print making
techniques on cotton paper and wooden structure)
on reboard, 148X227cm
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Blasting Sun / Crossroads (2015)
Mixed media (collage of print making techniques on cotton
paper and newsprint) on reboard, 74X94cm

February, Everlasting Childhood / Crossroads (2015)
Mixed media (collage of print making techniques
on cotton paper, tile, gold plated wood) on
reboard, 111,5X208cm
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Spelling Truth / Crossroads (2015)
Mixed media (collage of print making techniques
on paper) on reboard, 28x57cm

Misting Thoughts / Crossroads (2015)
Mixed media (collage of print making techniques on cotton
paper and mylar, calligraphy and cheesecloth) on reboard,
55,5x93,5cm

Filming High / Crossroads (2015) Mixed
media (collage of print making techniques on
paper, film and wood) on reboard, 28X52cm
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Pelvis & Pyelum /Roads (2015)
Mixed media (pivoting layers of screen print and pencil drawings on wood), 64X84cm

Hand / Roads (2015)
Mixed media (layers of screen print, pencil drawing
and bones on cotton paper), 56X76cm

Intestines & Vertebrae / Roads (2015)
Mixed media (pivoting layers of screen print and pencil drawings on wood), 64X84cm
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The second day of the month/Script (2014)
Mixed printmaking media (photogravure, screen print,
hard ground etching, chine collé) on a cotton paper,
56,5X76cm
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The third day of the month/Script (2014)
Mixed printmaking media (photogravure, screen print,
hard ground etching, intaglio, woodcut, xerox print, chine collé)
on a cotton paper, 56,5X76cm

The thirty first day of the month/Script (2014)
Mixed printmaking media (photogravure, screen print,
intaglio, woodcut, chine collé) on a cotton paper,
56,5X76cm

The nineteenth day of the month/Script (2014)
Mixed printmaking media (photogravure, screen print,
hard ground etching, intaglio, chine collé) on a cotton
paper, 56,5X76cm
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Prediction/Dirty Linen (2012)
Acrylics on printed cotton, 150X150cm

Cursive 21 (2011)
Monoprint, collage and calligraphy
on floor plan, 12Χ12cm

Cursive 25 (2011)
Calligraphy on a printed photo,
12Χ12cm

Cursive 3 (2011)
Monoprint and calligraphy on floor plan, 12Χ12cm

Cursive 19 (2011)
Monoprint and calligraphy on paper, 12Χ12cm

When/fthoras aleethia (2013)
Mixed media on canvas, 120Χ150cm

Fly/Mind Views (2010)
Mixed media (monoprint and glass
collage on cardboard), 12X12cm
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No 19/thoras aleethia (2013)
Mixed media on paper (etching and collage), 50Χ60cm
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Sections vs. Intersections
… it comes this point in life that paths are crossed with roads and concepts are intersect with perceptions … where feelings are induced by
needs … and wants are defined by circumstances …
… it comes this point in life that biomes, experiences and dreams ask to change directions … ask to experiment towards a new reality … and
thus create a new momentum … when sections built a conversation with intersections …
… my whole life I’ve been consciously recording images … images of everyday life, places, expressions, moments, thus time … and if
I was asked to give one word to delineate time it would be “fthora” a beautiful Greek word for decay, wear, attrition spoilage, dilapidation, all
very updated issues, and yet closely linked with the past … to the history of things to me fthora is the evidence of time on materials … in a way
it is the nature’s “painting” that happens by chance … this magic feeling of fthora’s perception I try to result in my work.
… I photograph, I print, I draw, I construct, I write … a feeling totally given to a feverish experimentation … I filter the world through my
soul searches and transform my dreams and passions to a visible reality …
… writing and scripture, always played and still do, a very important role in my work so I am writing with paper and I draw with print … Ι incorporate trivial unexpected objects and bits and pieces
of my everyday life to give a personal meaning to my work, thus I create a familiar environment where I
can testify my soul and with a gestural approach I am happy to communicate my equilibrium …
Lina Pigadioti
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